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For strictly stationary, absolutely regular sequences of random variables taking
their values in a separable real Banach space, the property of tightness of the
partial sums follows from tightness of the bounded linear functionals of those
sums. The same is true for ``shift-tightness.'' Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a general separable real Banach space B, the property of tightness
for a family of B-valued random variables is distinctly stronger than
Žtightness for bounded linear functionals of those random variables. More
.on that below. However, for strictly stationary, absolutely regular se-
quences of B-valued random variables, the property of tightness for the
partial sums follows from tightness of the bounded linear functionals of
those sums. The same is true for ``shift-tightness.'' That is the main theme
of this paper. The main result will be stated in Theorem 1.4, after some
definitions and notations.
Notations 1.1. Suppose B is a separable real Banach space, with norm
5 5 Ž . 5 5? . Of course B is a metric space with the usual metric d x, y [ x y y .
We shall let B denote the ``standard s-field'' on B: the s-field generated
Ž .by the open balls in that metric .
1 This work was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-97-03712 and by the Paul ErdosÍ
Center of Mathematics.
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Throughout this paper, we shall be working on a probability space
Ž .V, F,P . A ``s-field ; F '' will always mean a s-field on V which is a
subclass of F.
y1Ž .A function X : V “ B is a ``B-valued random variable'' if X A g F
for every set A g B.
Ž . ŽIf X , i g I is a family of B-valued random variables where I is ai
. Ž . Ž .nonempty index set , then s X , i g I denotes the s-field ; F gener-i
ated by these random variables}the smallest s-field on V which contains
 4all of the events X g A , i g I, A g B.i
ŽOf course, whenever B s R e.g., when ``real-valued'' random variables
. 5 5 < < Ž .are being discussed , the usual norm x s x the absolute value is used,
and B is the usual Borel s-field on R.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.2. Suppose Y [ Y , Y , Y , . . . is a sequence of random1 2 3
variables taking their values in a separable real Banach space B.
Ž . Ž .The sequence Y satisfies ``tightness'' in B if for every « g 0, 1 , there
Ž .exists a compact set C ; B such that for all n G 1, P Y g C G 1 y « .n
Ž .The sequence Y satisfies ``shift-tightness'' in B if there exist elements
Žb , b , b , . . . g B such that the random sequence Y y b , Y y b , Y y1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3
. Ž .b , . . . satisfies tightness in B .3
Ž .The sequence Y satisfies ``complete dissipation'' in B if for every
r ) 0, one has that
5 5k r , n [ sup P Y y b F r “ 0 as n “ ‘Ž . Ž .n
bgB
Ž .This quantity k r, n is a well known ``concentration function'' for the
random variable Y . For sums of independent random variables, it hasn
w xbeen studied in numerous papers, including the works of Esseen 13 and
w x w xLarin 16 . Yoshihara 22 studied the concentration function for sums
Žfrom random sequences satisfying the ``absolute regularity'' condition see
.Definition 1.3 below under a certain assumption on the mixing rate.
The notion of ``shift-tightness'' has played a role in various papers, such
w xas that of Schmidt 20 .
Ž .DEFINITION 1.3. Suppose X [ X , k g Z is a strictly stationary se-k
quence of random variables taking their values in a separable real Banach
space B. For y‘ F J F L F ‘, define the s-field
F L [ s X , J F k F L k g Z .Ž .Ž .J k
For s-fields G, H ; F, define the measures of dependence
a G , H [ sup P G l H y P G P H 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
GgG
HgH
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and
I J1
b G , H [ sup P G l H y P G P H , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i j i j2 is1 js1
where this latter supremum is taken over all pairs of finite partitions
 4  4G , . . . , G and H , . . . , H of V such that G g G for all i and H g H1 I 1 J i j
for all j.
For each n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , define for the given strictly stationary sequence
X the dependence coefficients
a n s a X , n [ a F 0 , F ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .y‘ n
and
b n s b X , n [ b F 0 , F ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž .y‘ n
Of course by strict stationarity, for each n G 1 and each j g Z,
a n s a F j , F ‘ and b n s b F j , F ‘ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y‘ jqn y‘ jqn
w xThe given strictly stationary sequence X is ``strongly mixing'' 18 if
Ž . w x Ž .a n “ 0 as n “ ‘, and it is ``absolutely regular'' 21 if b n “ 0 as
n “ ‘.
Ž . Ž .From 1.1 and 1.2 , one trivially has that absolute regularity implies
strong mixing. It is also well known that strong mixing implies ergodicity.
These facts will be used freely in what follows.
For the given strictly stationary sequence X, define for each n G 1 the
Ž .partial sum a B-valued random variable
S [ X q X q ??? qX .n 1 2 n
Ž .If X , k g Z is a strictly stationary sequence of real-valued randomk
variables such that EX s 0, EX 2 - ‘, and EX X “ 0 as n “ ‘, then0 0 0 n
w x 2 2by a result of Leonov 17 , either ES “ ‘ as n “ ‘ or ES is bounded.n n
Ž .In the latter case, there exists a strictly stationary sequence Y , k g Z ofk
real-valued random variables such that EY s 0, EY 2 - ‘, EY Y “ 0 as0 0 0 n
n “ ‘, and X s Y y Y a.s. for each k g Z. For a proof of thesek k ky1
w xfacts, see, e.g., Ibragimov and Linnik 15, Theorem 18.2.2 .
Ž .Consider the following classic example. Suppose Y , k g Z is a se-k
quence of independent, identically distributed, real-valued random vari-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žables with say P Y s 1 s P Y s y1 s 1r2, and suppose X [ X ,0 0 k
.k g Z is the sequence of real-valued random variables defined by X sk
Ž .Y y Y . Then the sequence X is 1-dependent and hence triviallyk ky1
absolutely regular and hence also strongly mixing. However, for each
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n G 1, S s X q ??? qX s Y y Y , which takes only the values y2, 0,n 1 n n 0
and 2 a.s.; hence S cannot become asymptotically normally distributed asn
n “ ‘. In central limit theory for dependent random variables, it is
customary to assume ES2 “ ‘ as n “ ‘, in order to avoid such examplesn
Ž .where the partial sums cannot ``grow'' in probability because of ``com-
plete cancellation.''
w xHowever, Herrndorf 14 constructed a strictly stationary, strongly mix-
Ž . Ž .ing in fact absolutely regular sequence X , k g Z of random variablesk
such that EX s 0, EX 2 - ‘, and ES2 “ ‘ as n “ ‘, but the sequence0 0 n
Ž . Ž .of partial sums S , S , S , . . . satisfies tightness in R , and the partial1 2 3
sums S fail to be asymptotically normally distributed.n
There has been an extensive development of central limit theory for
dependent sequences of random variables taking their values in real,
separable Banach spaces. See, for example, the work of Dehling and
w xPhilipp 11 . In this theory the work sometimes involves real bounded
linear functionals of the random variables. For strictly stationary se-
Ž .quences of B-valued random variables, the questions arise as to 1 what
Ž .kinds of ``bad behavior'' might be possible for the partial sums and 2 to
what extent one can infer such ``bad behavior'' from the real bounded
linear functionals of the partial sums. Under absolute regularity, these
questions are treated in the following theorem, which is the main result of
this paper.
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose B is a separable real Banach space. Suppose
Ž .X [ X , k g Z is a strictly stationary, absolutely regular sequence ofk
random ¤ariables taking their ¤alues in B. Then the following four statements
hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The sequence S , S , S , . . . of B-¤alued partial sums satisfies1 2 3
Ž .either shift-tightness or complete dissipation in B .
Ž .2 Suppose there exists a real bounded linear functional f on B such
Ž Ž . . Ž .that the sequence f S , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . of real-¤alued random ¤ariablesn
Ž . Ž .fails to satisfy shift-tightness in R . Then the sequence S , S , S , . . . satis-1 2 3
Ž .fies complete dissipation in B .
Ž .3 Suppose that for e¤ery real bounded linear functional f on B, the
Ž Ž . . Ž .sequence f S , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . satisfies shift-tightness in R . Then then
Ž . Ž .sequence S , S , S , . . . satisfies shift-tightness in B .1 2 3
Ž .4 Suppose that for e¤ery real bounded linear functional f on B, the
Ž Ž . . Ž .sequence f S , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . satisfies tightness in R . Then the sequencen
Ž . Ž .S , S , S , . . . satisfies tightness in B and there exists a strictly stationary,1 2 3
Ž .absolutely regular sequence Z [ Z , k g Z of random ¤ariables taking theirk
¤alues in B, such that for all k g Z, X s Z y Z a.s.k k ky1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Obviously statements 2 and 3 together imply statement 1 . State-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ments 4 , 3 , and 2 will be proved in that order in Sections 4, 5, and 6,
after some preliminary work is done in Sections 2 and 3. The rest of
Section 1 will be devoted to further comments on this theorem.
Ž . Ž Ž ..From the proof, one can see that in statement 3 resp. 4 , it is
Ž . Ž Ž . .sufficient that the shift-tightness resp. tightness of f S , n G 1 ben
satisfied by all members f of a certain carefully chosen countable family
Ž .depending only on B of real bounded linear functionals on B.
Ž . dIn statement 4 , in the case B s R for some positive integer d, the
w xrandom sequence Z comes from a result of Schmidt 19, Theorem 11.8 .
ŽThe dependence condition that he dealt with there was ergodicity rather
.than absolute regularity.
For strictly stationary sequences of real-valued random variables, state-
Ž . w xment 1 was proved by the author 4, Theorem 1 under the strong mixing
Ž .condition which is weaker than absolute regularity . There is no obvious
way to extend it to the case of B-valued random variables without
Žstrengthening the dependence assumption to absolute regularity as in the
.theorem here . In the development of probability theory for B-valued
random variables, absolute regularity seems to be a very natural weak
w x w xdependence assumption; see, e.g., 9, Theorem 3.1 or 11, Theorem 4 , or
w xthe pathological example constructed by Dehling 10 .
Ž .If the assumption of absolute regularity is omitted, then statements 1 ,
Ž . Ž . w x3 , and 4 in Theorem 1.4 become false. In 8 , an example is provided in
Žorder to show that. That example has a trivial double tail s-field a
w Žproperty weaker than absolute regularity}see, e.g., 1, Theorem 2.2 the
.x.case p s 1 , but it apparently is not strongly mixing and there is no
obvious way to make it so. It is an open question whether Theorem 1.4 still
holds under strong mixing. In the proof of Theorem 1.4, the only place
where the absolute regularity condition is explicitly used is in Section 3, in
w xthe proof of tightness in the space C 0, 1 .
For nondegenerate strictly stationary sequences of real-valued random
variables, a sufficient condition}involving strong mixing and one other
w xtechnical dependence assumption}is given in 4, Theorem 2 for complete
dissipation of the partial sums. Replacing strong mixing by absolute
regularity, one can easily extend that result to the case of B-valued
random variables.
w xIn 7 , for strictly stationary, strongly mixing sequences of real-valued
Ž . Ž .random variables X [ X , k g Z whose partial sums S , n G 1 satisfyk n
Ž . Ž < <tightness, certain implicit upper bounds on the ``tail probabilities'' P Sn
.) t , n G 1, t G 0, are obtained which depend only on t, the distribution
of X , and the mixing rate. Under absolute regularity, by an adaptation of0
Ž .the proof similar to part of the argument in Section 3 below , one can
adapt those results in certain ways to B-valued random variables.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we shall give some definitions, lemmas, and elementary
facts that will be used in Sections 3]6. Recall our probability space
Ž .V, F, P .
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose G , G , H , and H are s-fields ; F, and the1 2 1 2
s-fields G k H and G k H are independent. Then1 1 2 2
b G k G , H k H F b G , H q b G ,H .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
w xThis can be found in 3, Lemma 2.1 . Here is a sketch of the proof.
Ž .Refer to 1.2 . Events in G k G can of course be approximated1 2
Ž .arbitrarily closely in terms of ``symmetric difference'' by unions of finitely
many ``rectangles'' A l C, A g G , C g G . By systematically applying1 2
Ž .this and its analog for events in H k H , one can reduce the task of1 2
proving Lemma 2.1 to the calculations below, involving pairs of ``rectangu-
lar'' partitions of V:
 4  4  4  4Suppose A , . . . , A , B , . . . , B , C , . . . , C , and D , . . . , D are1 I 1 J 1 K 1 L
each a partition of V, and A g G for all i, B g H for all j, C g G fori 1 j 1 k 2
 4all k, and D g H for all l. Then A l C , 1 F i F I, 1 F k F K andl 2 i k
 4B l D , 1 F j F J, 1 F l F L are each a ``rectangular'' partition of V,j l
with A l C g G k G and B l D g H k H . Since G k H and Gi k 1 2 j l 1 2 1 1 2
k H are independent, one has that2
1
P A l C l B l D y P A l C P B l DŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý i k j l i k j l2 i j k l
1
s P A l B ? P C l DŽ .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý i j k l2 i j k l
yP A P C P B P DŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .i k j l
1
F P A l B y P A P B ? P C l DŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý i j i j k l2 i j k l
1
q P C l D y P C P D ? P A P BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý k l k l i j2 i j k l
1
s P A l B y A P BŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i j i j2 i j
1
q P C l D y P C P DŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý k l k l2 k l
F b G , H q b G , H .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
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Lemma 2.1 follows.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose G and H are s-fields ; F, G , G , G , . . . is a1 2 3
Ž .sequence of pairwise disjoint e¤ents g G, and H , H , H , . . . is a sequence1 2 3
Ž .of not necessarily disjoint e¤ents g H. Then
‘
P G l H y P G ? P H F b G , H .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j j j j
js1
This is elementary and well known, at least in principle, but we shall give
the proof here.
Proof. Let J be an arbitrary positive integer. It suffices to prove that
J
P G l H y P G ? P H F b G , H . 2.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j j j j
js1
Ž .c Ž .Define the events G [ G j ??? j G and say H [ V. Then0 1 J 0
 4G , G , . . . , G is a partition of V, with G g G for each j s 0, 1, . . . , J.0 1 J j
 4Let D , D , . . . , D be the least common refinement of the partitions1 2 L
 c4  4H , H , j s 0, 1, . . . , J. Then D , D , . . . , D is a partition of V, andj j 1 2 L
D g H for each l s 1, . . . , L.l
 4Suppose j g 0, 1, . . . , J . Then
P G l H y P G ? P HŽ . Ž . Ž .j j j j
s P G l D y P G ? P DŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý j l j l
1FlFL
Ž . Ž .D l ;H j
F P G l D y P G ? P D 2.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý j l j l
1FlFL
Ž . Ž .D l ;H j
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .where D l and H j are convenient notations for D and H . Also, 2.2l j
c Ž .holds with H replaced throughout by H . Combining this with 2.2 itself,j j
one has that
c cP G l H y P G ? P H q P G l H y P G ? P HŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j j j j j j j j
L
F P G l D y P G ? P D . 2.3Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý j l j l
ls1
Also, by a trivial calculation,
P G l H y P G ? P H s P G ? P H c y P G l H c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j j j j j j
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Ž .Hence by 2.3 , one has that
L
2 ? P G l H y P G ? P H F P G l D y P G ? P D .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj j j j j l j l
ls1
2.4Ž .
Ž . Ž .Summing 2.4 over all j s 0, 1, . . . , J, and then applying 1.2 , one has
that
J
2 ? P G l H y P G ? P HŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý j j j j
js0
J L
F P G l D y P G ? P DŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý j l j l
js0 ls1
F 2 ? b G , H .Ž .
Ž .Thus 2.1 holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.3. If X , X , X , . . . and Y , Y , Y , . . . are sequences of1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž .real-valued or even B-valued random variables, and both sequences
Ž .satisfy tightness, then the sequence X y Y , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . satisfiesn n
tightness.
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Suppose X [ X , k g Z is a strictly stationary, stronglyk
mixing sequence of real-¤alued random ¤ariables. Then the sequence of partial
Ž .sums S , S , S , . . . satisfies either shift-tightness or complete dissipation1 2 3
Ž .in R .
w xThis is 4, Theorem 1 .
ÇNotations 2.5. For two events G and H, the notation G ; H will mean
ÇŽ .that P G y H s 0, and the notation G s H will mean that G ; H andÇ
ÇH ; G.
ÇFor two s-fields G and H ; F, the notation G ; H will mean that for
all G g G, there exists H g H such that G s H. The notation G s H willÇ Ç
Ç Çmean that G ; H and H ; G.
ÇFor an event G and a s-field G, the notation G g G will mean that
there exists H g G such that G s H.Ç
The following fact involving s-fields ; F is elementary and will be used
Ç Ç Ž . Ž . Ž .freely: If G ; G and H ; H , then a G , H F a G , H and b G , H1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
Ž .F b G , H .2 2
ÇŽ .Also, if X is a random variable and G is a s-field ; F, then s X ; G
if and only if X is equal a.s. to some G-measurable random variable.
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Ž . Ž .Remark 2.6. If Y [ Y , k g Z and Z [ Z , k g Z are strictlyk k
stationary, ergodic sequences of real-valued random variables such that for
ÇŽ . Ž .all k g Z, Y s Z y Z a.s., then for all j g Z, s Z ; s Y , k F j .k k ky1 j k
w xThis is a standard fact; see, e.g., 19 . A convenient reference for the
Ž . w xargument for j s 0 in the notations used here is 4, p. 289, lines 1]16 .
There it was assumed that the least median of Z is 0, but that involves no0
Ž .loss of generality since one can subtract a constant from the Z s .k
An extension to B-valued random variables is implicitly shown in the
proof of Lemma 2.11 below.
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose B is a separable real Banach space, and X and Y are
independent B-¤alued random ¤ariables. Suppose that for each l s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
Ž . Ž . lC is a compact set ; B such that P X y Y g C G 1 y 1r9 . Then therel l
Ž .exists an element b g B such that for each l s 1, 2, 3, . . . , P X y b g C Gl
Ž . l1 y 1r3 .
Ž <Proof. For each l G 1, one can specify a version of P X y Y f Cl
Ž ..s Y by
< <P X y Y f C Y s b s P X y b f C Y s b s P X y b f C .Ž .Ž . Ž .l l l
Ž .Let m denote the distribution of Y on B . For each l s 1, 2, 3, . . .
define the set
lD l [ b g B : P X y b f C ) 1r3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4l
Then for each l G 1,
l l1r3 ? m D l s 1r3 m dbŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H
Ž .bgD l
F P X y b f C m dbŽ . Ž .Ž .H l
Ž .bgD l
F P X y b f C m dbŽ . Ž .Ž .H l
bgB
<s P X y Y f C Y s b m dbŽ .Ž .H l
bgB
ls P X y Y f C F 1r9 ,Ž . Ž .l
Ž Ž .. Ž . land hence m D l F 1r3 .
‘ Ž Ž .. Ž .Hence Ý m D l F 1r2. Since m B s 1, there exists an elementls1
Ž .b g B which does not belong to any of the sets D l . For this b, one has
Ž . Ž . l Ž .that for each l G 1, P X y b f C F 1r3 , that is, P X y b g C G 1l l
Ž . ly 1r3 . This completes the proof of Lemma 2.7.
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w xNotations 2.8. Let C 0, 1 denote the Banach space of real continuous
w xfunctions on 0, 1 , with the usual sup norm
5 5x [ sup x t .Ž .
w xtg 0, 1
w xFor any x g C 0, 1 and any d ) 0, define the usual ``modulus of
continuity''
w x , d [ sup x s y x t . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xs , tg 0, 1
< <syt Fd
Ž .Of course in 2.5 , the supremum remains unchanged if the indices s and t
w xare restricted to rational numbers in 0, 1 . This fact will be used freely.
LEMMA 2.9. E¤ery separable real Banach space is isometric to a subspace
w xof C 0, 1 .
w xThis is well known. See, e.g., 12, p. 14 .
Ž .LEMMA 2.10. Suppose Y [ Y , Y , Y , . . . is a sequence of random1 2 3
w x Ž¤ariables taking their ¤alues in C 0, 1 . This sequence Y satisfies tightness in
w x.C 0, 1 if and only if the following two conditions hold:
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .a The sequence Y 0 , Y 0 , Y 0 , . . . of real-¤alued random ¤ari-1 2 3
Ž .ables satisfies tightness in R .
Ž .b For e¤ery « ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such that for all n G 1,
Ž Ž . .P w Y , d ) « F « .n
Ž . wAn equivalent formulation of this standard fact can be found in 2, p.
x55, Theorem 8.2 .
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose B is a separable real Banach space. Suppose
Ž .X [ X , k g Z is a strictly stationary, ergodic sequence of B-¤aluedk
Ž .random ¤ariables, and suppose the sequence of its partial sums S , S , S , . . .1 2 3
Ž .satisfies tightness in B . Then there exists a strictly stationary, ergodic se-
Ž .quence Z [ Z , k g Z of B-¤alued random ¤ariables with the followingk
three properties:
Ž .a For each k g Z, X s Z y Z a.s.k k ky1
Ž . Ž . Ž .b For each j g Z, s Z , k G j s s X , k G j q 1 .Çk k
Ž . Ž . Ž .c For each j g Z, s Z , k F j s s X , k F j .Çk k
For the case B s R d, where d is a positive integer, Lemma 2.11 is due
w xto Schmidt 19, Theorem 11.8 . For the special case B s R, one can also
w x Žcheck Lemma 2.11 by combining Remark 2.6 with 5, Theorem 1 and a
.simple extra argument . In the generality stated here, this lemma will take
slightly more work to verify.
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w x ŽProof. By 6, Theorem 1.1 with a trivial shift of indices and a simple
.extra argument , there exists a strictly stationary, ergodic sequence Z [
Ž . Ž . ŽZ , k g Z of B-valued random variables such that property a ink
Ç. Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.11 holds and for all j g Z, s Z ; s X , k G j q 1 . Fromj k
Ž . Ž .this last fact and a together, one has property b .
Next, by Lemma 2.9, one can assume without loss of generality that B is
w x w x Ž .a subspace of C 0, 1 . For each t g 0, 1 , by property a , one has that for
Ž . Ž . Ž .all k g Z, X t s Z t y Z t a.s. Suppose j g Z. By Remark 2.6, fork k ky1
Çw x Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Ž .each t g 0, 1 , one has that s Z t ; s X t , k F j ; s X , k F j .j k k
w x Ž . Ž Ž .Since Z takes its values in C 0, 1 , one has that s Z s s Z t , t gj j j
Çw x. Ž . Ž . Ž .0, 1 , and hence s Z ; s X , k F j . From this and property a , onej k
Ž .has property c . This completes the proof.
w x3. TIGHTNESS IN THE SPACE C 0, 1
This section will be devoted to a proof of the following statement:
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose X [ X , k g Z is a strictly stationary, absolutelyk
w xregular sequence of random ¤ariables taking their ¤alues in C 0, 1 . Suppose
w x Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . . Ž .that for each t g 0, 1 , the sequence S t , S t , S t , . . . of real-¤alued1 2 3
Ž . Ž .random ¤ariables satisfies tightness in R . Then the sequence S , S , S , . . .1 2 3
Ž w x.satisfies tightness in C 0, 1 .
Ž Ž . . ŽProof. By hypothesis, the sequence S 0 , n G 1 satisfies tightness inn
.R . Hence by Lemma 2.10, it suffices to show that for all « ) 0, there
Ž Ž . .exists d ) 0 such that ;n G 1, P w S , d ) « F « .n
Let « ) 0 be arbitrary but fixed. Let M be a positive integer such that
b X , M q 1 F «r16. 3.1Ž . Ž .
Let d ) 0 be such that
P w S , d ) «r2 F «r16. 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .M
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show that
;n G 1, P w S , d ) « F « . 3.3Ž . Ž .Ž .n
Ž .Let G denote the set of all ordered pairs s, t of rational numbers in
w x < <0, 1 such that s y t F d . Then G is countable. Let its elements be
arranged as a sequence
G s s , t , s , t , s , t , . . . . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 3 3
Of course for each n G 1 and each g ) 0, one has that
‘
w S , d ) g s S s y S t ) g . 3.4 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Dn n l n l
ls1
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For each l s 1, 2, 3, . . . , define the strictly stationary sequence V Ž l . [
Ž Ž l . .V , k g Z of real-valued random variables byk
V Ž l . [ X s y X t . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .k k l k l
Note that for each l G 1 and each n G 1,
V Ž l . q ??? qV Ž l . s S s y S t . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n n l n l
Hence for each l G 1, by Remark 2.3 and the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1,
Ž Ž l . Ž l . . Ž .the sequence of sums V q ??? qV , n G 1 satisfies tightness in R . Of1 n
Ž l . Žcourse the sequence V is ergodic in fact absolutely regular, with
Ž Ž l . . Ž . Ž ..b V , n F b X, n for n G 1 by 3.5 .
Ž . Ž l . Ž Ž l .For each l G 1, applying Lemma 2.11 with B s R , let Z [ Z ,k
.k g Z be a strictly stationary sequence of real-valued random variables
with the properties
;k g Z, V Ž l . s Z Ž l . y Z Ž l . a.s., 3.7Ž .k k ky1
; j g Z, s Z Ž l . , k F j s s V Ž l . , k F j , 3.8Ž .ÇŽ . Ž .k k
; j g Z, s Z Ž l . , k G j s s V Ž l . , k G j q 1 , 3.9Ž .ÇŽ . Ž .k k
P Z Ž l . F 0 G 1r2 and P Z Ž l . G 0 G 1r2. 3.10Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .To obtain 3.10 without affecting 3.7 ] 3.9 , subtract an appropriate
.constant from each Z so that 0 is a median of Z .k 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 3.5 , 3.7 , 3.8 , and 3.9 , for each l G 1, one has
;k g Z, X s y X t s Z Ž l . y Z Ž l . a.s., 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .k l k l k ky1
Ž l . Ç; j g Z, s Z , k F j ; s X , k F j , 3.12Ž . Ž .Ž .k k
Ž l . Ç; j g Z, s Z , k G j ; s X , k G j q 1 . 3.13Ž . Ž .Ž .k k
CLAIM 0. For any integer J, one has that
Ž l .P ’ l G 1 such that Z ) «r2 F «r2.Ž .J
Proof of Claim 0. Let J be an arbitrary fixed integer. To prove Claim 0,
it suffices to prove the two equations
P ’ l G 1 such that Z Ž l . ) «r2 F «r4, 3.14Ž .Ž .J
P ’ l G 1 such that Z Ž l . - y«r2 F «r4. 3.15Ž .Ž .J
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Ž . Ž l . Ž l . Ž .We shall give the proof of 3.14 . If one replaces Z by yZ in 3.14 ,J J
Ž . Ž .one obtains 3.15 . One can prove 3.15 by simply carrying out the
Ž . Ž l . Ž l .argument for 3.14 given below, with Z replaced throughout by yZk k
for all l G 1 and all k g Z. Thus it will suffice to give the argument for
Ž .3.14 .
Define the event
G [ Z Ž1. ) «r2 , 3.16Ž . 41 J
and for each l G 2, define the event
G [ Z Ž l . ) «r2 and ; i s 1, . . . , l y 1, Z Ž i. F «r2 . 3.17Ž . 4l J J
Ž .The events G , G , G , . . . are pairwise disjoint and1 2 3
‘
P G s left side of 3.14 . 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l
ls1
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽNow by 3.12 , 3.13 , 3.16 , and 3.17 , for each l G 1, G g s X ,l k
Ž l . Ç.  4 Ž . Ž .k F J and Z F 0 g s X , k G J q M q 1 . Hence by 3.1 andJqM k
Ž .Lemma 2.2 and the stationarity of the sequence X , one has that
‘
Ž l . Ž l .P G l Z F 0 y P G ? P Z F 0Ž . 4 Ž .Ž .Ý l JqM l JqM
ls1
F b X , M q 1 F «r16.Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž l ..Hence by 3.10 and the stationarity of the sequence Z ,
‘ ‘
Ž l .P G F 2 ? P G ? P Z F 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýl l JqM
ls1 ls1
‘«
Ž l .F 2 ? q P G l Z F 0 . 3.19Ž . 4Ž .Ý l JqM16 ls1
Ž . Ž .  Ž l . 4Now by 3.16 and 3.17 , G ; Z ) «r2 for each l G 1. Hence byl J
Ž .3.11 ,
‘ ‘
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .G l Z F 0 ; Z ) «r2 l Z F 0 4  4  4D Dl JqM J JqM
ls1 ls1
‘
Ž l . Ž l .; Z y Z ) «r2 4D JqM J
ls1
‘ JqM
s X s y X t ) «r2 .Ž . Ž .Ç D Ý k l k l½ 5
ls1 ksJq1
3.20Ž .
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Ž .Also, since the events G , l G 1, are disjoint as was noted above , thel
 Ž l . 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .events G l Z F 0 , l G 1, are disjoint. Hence by 3.20 , 3.4 , 3.2 ,l JqM
and the stationarity of the sequence X, one has that
‘ ‘
Ž l . Ž l .P G l Z F 0 s P G l Z F 0 4  4Ž .Ý Dl JqM l JqMž /
ls1 ls1
‘ JqM «
F P X s y X t )Ž . Ž .D Ý k l k l½ 5ž /2ls1 ksJq1
‘ M «
s P X s y X t )Ž . Ž .D Ý k l k l½ 5ž /2ls1 ks1
‘
s P S s y S t ) «r2 4Ž . Ž .D M l M lž /
ls1
«
s P w S , d )Ž .Mž /2
«
F .
16
Ž . ‘ Ž .Combining this with 3.19 , one has that Ý P G F «r4. Hence byls1 l
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.18 , one has that 3.14 holds. As was noted above, the proof of 3.15 is
exactly analogous. This completes the proof of Claim 0.
Ž . Ž .Now for each positive integer n, by 3.4 , 3.11 , and Claim 0, one has
that
P w S , d ) « s P ’ l G 1 such that S s y S t ) «Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n l n l
Ž l . Ž l .s P ’ l G 1 such that Z y Z ) «Ž .n 0
Ž l .F P ’ l G 1 such that Z ) «r2Ž .0
Ž l .q P ’ l G 1 such that Z ) «r2Ž .n
F « .
Ž .Thus 3.3 holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Ž .4. PROOF OF STATEMENT 4 IN THEOREM 1.4
By Lemma 2.9, without loss of generality we can assume that the Banach
w xspace B in Theorem 1.4 is itself a subspace of C 0, 1 .
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w x Ž .For each t g 0, 1 , the mapping x ‹ x t gives a real bounded linear
Ž w x. Ž . Žfunctional on B in fact, on C 0, 1 . By the hypothesis of statement 4 of
. w xTheorem 1.4 , one therefore has that for each t g 0, 1 , the sequence
Ž Ž . . Ž .S t , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . satisfies tightness in R . By Lemma 3.1, the se-n
Ž . w xquence S , S , S , . . . satisfies tightness in C 0, 1 . Thus for each « ) 0,1 2 3
w x Ž .there exists a compact set C ; C 0, 1 such that for all n G 1, P S g C« n «
G 1 y « .
w xSince B is a closed subset of C 0, 1 , one has that for each « ) 0, the set
B l C is compact. Also, the random variables S , n G 1, take their values« n
Ž .in B, and hence for each « ) 0 and each n G 1, P S g B l C G 1 y « .n «
Ž .Hence the sequence S , n G 1 satisfies tightness in B.n
Now one can apply Lemma 2.11 to obtain the sequence Z in statement
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 . By the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4 and properties b and c in Lemma
Ž . Ž .2.11, one has that b Z, n s b X, n q 1 “ 0 as n “ ‘; that is, the
sequence Z is absolutely regular. This completes the proof of statement
Ž .4 .
Ž .5. PROOF OF STATEMENT 3 IN THEOREM 1.4
Ž . Ž .We shall use symmetrization to derive statement 3 from statement 4 .
U Ž U .Let X [ X , k g Z be a strictly stationary sequence of B-valuedk
random variables, such that X U is independent of the sequence X and has
Ž Z. Uthe same distribution as X on B . By an elementary argument, X is
Ž U . Ž .absolutely regular, with b X , n s b X, n for all n G 1.
Ž .Let Y [ Y , k g Z be the strictly stationary sequence of B-valuedk
random variables defined by Y [ X y X U , k g Z. By Lemma 2.1, thek k k
Ž . Ž .sequence Y is absolutely regular, with b Y, n F 2 ? b X, n for all n G 1.
We shall use the notations SU [ X U q ??? qXU and T [ Y q ??? qYn 1 n n 1 n
for n G 1, mirroring the notation S s X q ??? qX .n 1 n
Suppose f is any real bounded linear functional on B. By the hypothesis
Ž .of statement 3 , there exist real numbers r , r , r , . . . such that the1 2 3
Ž Ž . .sequence f S y r , n G 1 of real-valued random variables satisfiesn n
Ž . Ž Ž U . .tightness in R . It follows that the sequence f S y r , n G 1 alson n
Ž .satisfies tightness in R . For each n G 1, one has that
f T s f S y SU s f S y r y f SU y r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n n n
Ž Ž . . ŽHence by Remark 2.3, the sequence f T , n G 1 satisfies tightness inn
.R . Since the real bounded linear functional f was arbitrary, the sequence
Ž .Y satisfies the hypothesis of statement 4 .
Ž . Ž .Applying statement 4 which was already proved in Section 4 to the
Ž .sequence Y, one has that the sequence T , n G 1 of B-valued randomn
Ž .variables satisfies tightness in B .
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For each l s 1, 2, 3, . . . , let C be a compact subset of B such that forl
Ž . Ž . leach n G 1, P T g C G 1 y 1r9 . Recall that for each n G 1, T s Sn l n n
U Ž . Uy S , and the B-valued random variables S and S are independent.n n n
For each n G 1, by Lemma 2.7, there exists b g B such that for all l G 1,n
Ž . Ž . lP S y b g C G 1 y 1r3 . From this last equation, one has that then n l
Ž . Ž .random sequence S y b , n G 1 satisfies tightness in B . Hence then n
Ž . Ž .sequence S , n G 1 satisfies shift-tightness in B . This completes then
Ž .proof of statement 3 .
Ž .6. PROOF OF STATEMENT 2 IN THEOREM 1.4
Ž .Referring to the hypothesis of statement 2 , let f be a real bounded
Ž Ž . .linear functional on B such that the sequence f S , n G 1 fails to satisfyn
Ž .shift-tightness in R . Obviously, f cannot be the trivial functional that
maps each b g B to the number 0. Multiplying f by a positive constant,
Žwe may assume without loss of generality that its norm in the dual space
.of B is 1. It follows that for each n G 1, each b g B, and each v g V,
f S v y f b s f S v y b F S v y b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n
Hence for each n G 1, each b g B, and each r ) 0,
5 5P S y b F r F P f S y f b F r .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n
Hence for each n G 1 and each r ) 0,
5 5sup P S y b F r F sup P f S y x F r . 6.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n
bgB xgR
Since the sequence X is absolutely regular, it is strongly mixing, and
Ž . Ž Ž . .hence the strictly stationary sequence f X , k g Z of real-valuedk
random variables is strongly mixing. From above, one has that its sequence
Ž . Ž . Ž .of partial sums f X q ??? qf X s f S , n G 1, fails to satisfy shift-1 n n
Ž . Ž .tightness in R . Hence by Lemma 2.4, those partial sums f X1
Ž . Ž . Ž .q ??? qf X s f S , n G 1, satisfy complete dissipation in R . That is,n n
Ž .for each r ) 0, the right-hand side of 6.1 converges to 0 as n “ ‘.
Ž .Hence for each r ) 0, the left-hand side of 6.1 converges to 0 as n “ ‘.
Ž . Ž .That is, the sequence S , n G 1 satisfies complete dissipation in B . Thisn
Ž .completes the proof of statement 2 and of Theorem 1.
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